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Under This Banner Qur Readers ean Now March tt
Knowledge, Honor and Success

All intelligent people aree upon one fact that there is no middle course U
pursue in life. It must be progress or retrogression. We must go forward or backward.

To succeed in life is the desire aud aim of alL Chief among the elements of
success ia education ; and chief among the sources from which that education may be

acquired is the REVISED ENCYCLOPEDIA BSITANNICA. It treats of every
subject on earth in a clear, practical and sensible way. It unveils to you all the secrets
of nature so far as they have been unlocked by the wise men of the earth. Far from

wearying you, you will find it entmncingly interesting.

TjrjTJV TT IC TSIFi EQT The Hen'setf Encyclopedia Britannica is
VYIlI 11 lO lilE DEO! revised up to the year 1890. There is no

other encyclopedia published that is not
from ten to thirty years behind the titles. It is true that some of them issue supple-
ments hut these are separate from the encyclopedias proper, and are charged for

separately.
'

The FEVISED ENCYCLOPEDIA BSITANNICA is complete and contains
late statistics, discoveries, inventions, etc., etc It is the best Encyclopedia for the
people of America, because it treats of all matters pertaining to America, from the
American standpoint, and gives late information on all subjects.
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paper covens which with proj)t r care will luH If r years. Hear in mind that tho entire
20 volumes are delivered to your address, with all charges paid to any part of the
United Htatea,
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